NOTICE

Your registration will not be valid until you save using the Submit button at the end of the form.
Fields with * are required.

Responsible

Choose existing Contact *

Responsable 2

Choose existing Contact

Promoting Organizations

Choose existing organization *

Initiative

Initiative

+ Create new +

Name of your initiative *

Brief description (Purpose or mission of your initiative, what it wants to transform, etc.) *

Scope *

- Select -

Type of initiative *

Public Campaign
Direct Action
Struggle for
Innovative practice
Online initiative

List of action areas *
Correo electrónico público

your@email.here

Website or online reference of the initiative (url)

Initiative information

Where is the initiative located? *

- Select -

Link to online space in: forum.transformadora.org (URL)

Does your initiative have public actions / event (with dates) ? Please describe

Start date of public action (or event)

Month ▼ Day ▼ Year ▼

End date or other date if relevant

Month ▼ Day ▼ Year ▼

How are you organized and what are your criteria for inclusion

Accepting the challenge

Transformation of the economy
Transformation of power - what public policies? What institutions?
Transformation of the political
Transformation of the energy model
Transformation of the agrifood model

Mapping info

Are you interested in collaborating with mapping projects participating in the Forum? *

- Yes
- No

Longitude and Latitude of initiative

Existing digital map (URL)